I've Just Authorized the Biggest
Cash Transfer of my Life – As a "Thank You"
to Our Most Avid and Loyal Readers

And I Want You to Use Your Share
to Get Rich in 2014!
Dear Reader,
This morning I authorized the biggest bank transfer of my life.
I asked our accountants to quietly move $10 million of company money to a special checking
account that I just set up.
Now I don't care how rich you are...
Ten million dollars is a heck of a lot of money!
Without getting into too many details, it's an amount that represents a huge share of Money
Map Press' revenues for all of 2013.
But over the Christmas break I decided:
I'd like to "give it back" so that you, one of our most loyal readers, can share in our success.
Now, why would I do such a thing?
It's simple really...

"Payback" for a Great Year All-Round
2013 was Money Map Press' best year ever.

For one, we expanded our research team to cover even more exciting and potentially
profitable niches of the market.
We started an exciting new newsletter called the Nova-X Report, where our very own Pulitzer
Prize-nominated Michael A. Robinson follows the biggest and most lucrative tech trends of
the day.
We've introduced a pair of exciting new VIP research services – Sid Riggs' Small-Cap Rocket
Alert... Ernie Tremblay's BioScience Millionaire – bringing the total number of premium
services we offer to 10.
We persuaded two of the world's top investing experts to leave their lucrative careers and
join the Money Map team (you'll meet them in a moment).
We even got some readers involved in a "direct investment" energy deal with Dr. Kent Moors
that we're confident will make them tens of thousands of dollars.
On top of everything else, the wheels are in motion for two new services you'll see in the early
months of 2014.
But as great as 2013 was for our business, it was even better for Money Map readers:
Our flagship letter, Money Map Report, closed out no fewer than 21 winning trades –
generating such heady gains as 35% in a few months on Himax Technologies... 48% on Sabra
Health Care REIT... 55% on Roadrunner Transport Services... and 100% on Raytheon
Technologies.
Of course readers of our VIP research services had an opportunity to make even bigger
gains...
Among them:
140%, 420%, 88%, 99% from Peter Krauth's Real Asset Returns...
50%, 47%, 304%, 200%, 100%, 211% gains from Keith Fitz-Gerald's Strike Force Trader...
102%, 75%, 73%, 104%, 106%, 90%, 105% gains from Michael Robinson's Radical
Technology Profits...
100%, 91%, 67%, 53%, 123%, 100% gains from Shah Gilani's DealBook...
131%, 87%, 96%, 70%, 143%, 109%, 111%, 75% from Dr. Moors' Energy Advantage...
116%, 84%, 142%, 90%, 124%, 92%, 106%, 81%, 160% from Kent's Energy Inner Circle...

Annualized gains of 105%, 104%, 111%, 81%, 94%, 70%, 163% in Keith's fast-paced shortterm Geiger Index trader's service...
218%, 70%, 100%, 124%, 100%, 108%, 73% gains from Shah Gilani's Capital Wave Forecast
service...
106%, 101%, 107%, 176%, 322%, 222%, 391%, 628%, 396% gains on our long-term open
positions in William Patalon III's Private Briefing...
103%, 248%, 307%, 345% in gains so far from Ernie Tremblay's soon-to-be launched
BioScience Millionaire service (currently only available to Passport Club members).
In fact, across all the services Money Map offers – we had a chance to pocket 179 double- and
triple-digit gains in just 2013 alone...
And a whopping 190 more among our current live open picks!
I think it goes without saying...
When you can have access to services that can deliver as many as 369 double- and triple-digit
gains over the course of a single year, it can have a very real and profound impact on your
financial success.

You...
But here's the thing:
This kind of consistent, across-the-board success could not have happened without you.
And when I say "you" – I mean our very best readers.
You support us by buying subscriptions... using our research... and letting us know about the
successes you're enjoying through the emails and letters you send us.
As you know, we don't accept outside advertising. We're not paid by anyone else. So I don't
think I have to spell it out for you...
Without your support, we could not attract the amazing talent we have...
Gain deep access to the research and ideas that have generated so many winners over the
months...
Create new services that let you exploit opportunities from more and more mega-profitable
niches of the market (and beyond).

That's why when we succeed, you should be rewarded.
So over the holidays, I started working on a very special program I think you'll be excited
about...
One where you'll get to share in the $10 million I've taken from our 2013 revenues and set
aside in a special account...
We're calling it:
The Great Money Map $10 Million "Give It Back" Event...
And not only will I send you a substantial share of that money – but I also want to give you
unprecedented FREE access to every single research service we offer...
Over $33,675 worth – for as long as you want it.
I'll explain how it works in just a moment.
But just to be clear...
This wasn't something I was able to just rubber stamp and make happen. Although I do run
things here at Money Map – I'm still accountable to our Executive Board...
Especially when it comes to earmarking such a large amount of money to our readers.
I'm telling you this because, while 2013's success may have given me some added leverage
this time around – I can't imagine a scenario where we'd be able to do this again in the future.
So if you're interested in being part of this unprecedented $10 Million "Give It Back" Program
– please pay close attention to the instructions I'll tell you about a bit later...
Because I'm 100% certain it'll be the first and only time we'll be able to do it.
Now, the question that's probably on your mind is:
How will we distribute this $10 million... how much can I get... and where does the free access
to research fit into this?
Let me explain now – beginning with my offer to give you full access to all of our top VIP
services.

Our Most Popular Offering...
By far, the most popular and best-valued subscription plan Money Map Press offers is one

you don't typically get to see.
In short, it's an incredible deal that puts $33,675 worth of our best research directly into your
hands...
Anytime you want it... for the rest of your life... all for a one-time payment that's a tiny, tiny
fraction of that amount.
Frankly, when we first had the idea for this, we weren't sure we should even offer it... given
the very real and substantial cost it poses to our business.
That's why for the last 10 months we've only been offering this deal to our very best readers –
the ones who buy premium subscriptions for $2,000, $3,000 or even $5,000 per year.
Those who took us up on our exclusive offer are raving about it.
Says premium reader Dwight Ranta:
"I just subscribed and already have a $1,100 profit after just four days."
Subscriber Elaine Frendahl told us:
"My portfolio is up over $7K in less than 2 weeks. I think I am going to have to forward
your reports to my broker (who handles the majority of my portfolio), as I am
outperforming him by a ridiculous percentage."
H.P. Taravella told us:
"I am absolutely thrilled to be aboard. The first recommendation gave me a profit of
more than 10X my subscription in 2 days!"
Michael Mendez summed it up this way:
"Long story short, it's been a wonderful moneymaking experience! The value of my
account as of yesterday's close is $186,700."
Premium reader Glen Zeller wrote to say:
"Two recommendations have netted me more than 5 times the cost of your research
this year already."
We call this subscription level Passport Select.
It works very simply...

Rather than pay $1,500... $2,000... $3,500 or even $5,000 every year for just one of our
premium research services – Passport Select lets you pay a one-time flat fee to see any five
services at one time for life.
In other words...
No more subscription fees.
No more renewals.
And here's the best part:
Even though you see five services at once – there's no limit to the number of
times you can trade in and out of a service. Which means you have access to
fifteen (15) services total at any given time!
In fact, the only two products not included in this program are Dr. Kent Moors' Micro Energy
Trader – which has limited enrollment and is full right now – and any direct investing
opportunities that only accredited investors can participate in.
Everything else, though, is yours for the taking.
But here's the thing about Passport Select...
While readers tell us it's the best (and most cost-effective) way to gain access to all of our
research... it's been a bit of a thorn in our side for us.
Our accountants say we're losing money on this.
Think about it: Access to everything – for life. You bet we're losing!
As I told you before, ours is a business that is 100% supported by subscriptions. We take no
outside advertising, no money from anyone. By far most of the revenue we get is from
readers like you in the form of subscriptions.
And what we're offering here is, essentially, an opportunity to never pay another
subscription or renewal fee for life.
It amounts to a loophole really – a little trick for circumventing the full (or even promotional)
price of all 15 services we offer (and those we offer in the future)... and locking in everything
for life...

Everything...
For a Fraction of the True Cost

All for a one-time payment that's about 2% of what you might pay to keep all these services
coming for the next five years!
In fact, this crazy-low price is why we've been keeping this offer from most Money Map
readers since we launched it in April of last year... offering it only to those who have
purchased our most expensive research.
Our accountants have made it clear to me over and over: You can't make money giving away
expensive research at this price. You either need to stop offering it – or raise the price
substantially!
That's why you may not see this offer again. Certainly not at this price.
But if you do choose to participate in this, our one-time only $10 Million "Give It Back" Event,
your benefits will begin immediately.
Within a minute or two of processing your membership request, my VIP Concierge team will
send you your private all access username and password for a website we've created
exclusively for Passport Select members.
Then, for the next 30 days, you will have access to all 15 trading research services and
newsletters.
It'll be like getting on our house list, where you'll have virtually the same access that top
members of my team and I have...
That means you have access to:
Every trade recommendation...
Every bonus report...
Every back issue...
Every conference call...
Every monthly forecast...
Every members-only video...
And that goes for every service and newsletter we release...

The Freedom to Switch Services,
Any Time, as Often as You Like
Then, after your 1-month trial has ended, you'll be able to select your top five subscriptions.
But let me be clear...
There is nothing preventing you from taking advantage of all 15 of our current trading

research services and publications.
There is nothing preventing you from gaining access to all of our new releases.
There is nothing preventing you from achieving the prosperity you deserve.
You choose the top five choices that fit your needs now.
(The only exception to this rule is Dr. Kent Moors' Micro Energy Trader with its limited
membership, and any direct investing opportunities that only accredited investors can
participate in.)
Passport Select offers you the freedom to shift directions and focus on new opportunities at
a moment's notice. This leads me to the most exciting part of this service (and the loophole I
was telling you about)....
With Passport Select, you have the ability to change one, two, or all five of your subscriptions
whenever you like.
24 hours a day, 7 days a week...
There's no limit to the number of times you can customize your Passport Select
membership.
There's no waiting period, either.
Say, for example, you choose to begin your membership with Radical Technology Profits,
Energy Inner Circle, Strike Force, Capital Wave Forecast, and Real Asset Returns...
Then, at some point down the line, you learn that Ernie Tremblay has unearthed a tiny drug
discovery company that's a sure-fire lock for FDA approval on a breakthrough drug the
medical world is waiting for...
But you have to be a subscriber to his new BioScience Millionaire service to learn more about
the company...
As a Passport Select member, it's not a problem.
You can just log in to the Passport Select VIP website, swap out one of your current
subscriptions for Ernie's service, and you're all set.
In a moment I'll give you a quick rundown of all the premium research services and
newsletters you'll be able to choose from – and switch in and out of – anytime you like once
you're a Passport Select member.

And I'll tell you more about the live check I'll send you that will make this the best anyone has
seen since we first launched it early last year (at an insane fraction of the more than $168,000
you might pay in subscription and renewal fees over the next five years!)
But first, let me make it clear that the lifetime value of Passport Select goes well beyond what
you'll save in subscription and renewal fees.

369 Double- and Triple-Digit Gains...
In 2013 Alone!
That's because when you have a team of market experts like Money Map Press has focusing
day in and day out on their specific areas of expertise – the gains can be very substantial.
For instance...
The high-level access and experience of Dr. Kent Moors, our resident energy guru,
has led us to many, many gains, among them 543% on Westport Innovations, 300% on
Golar Limited and 209% on Halcon Resources, to name a few...
For pure Wall Street plays involving big money shifts, mergers and acquisitions and
the like, Shah Gilani's more than 30 years of Street experience has led us to dozens of
triple-digit winners, including 352% on the PowerShares QQQ Trust, 208% on the
iShares iBoxx High Yield ETF, 151% gains on Expedia and more...
Our very own globetrotter Keith Fitz-Gerald has an impressive history of guiding us to
the best global plays – like he's done recently with Yanzhou Coal Mining Co. (426%),
Sinovac Biotech Ltd. (352%), and Silvercorp Metals Inc. (300%)...
When there's money to be made in the natural resources market, for instance, our
very own Peter Krauth has led us to such gains as 608% on GLD (the Gold ETF), 464%
on Sandstorm Limited, 101% on Royal Gold and others.
Looking for income? Our brand-new resident income guru Robert Hsu can show you
how to turbo charge those ordinary dividend stocks – from under 5% to well over 30%
with just a few simple "insider" trades...
Small caps? We have our own secret weapon there as well. Sid Riggs has been
working behind the scenes perfecting his Small-Cap Rocket Alert, the brand-new
service that can alert you to key trigger points that can send small stocks soaring in
price. Two short months in, two plays are already up double digits...
Of course, Michael Robinson is on top of all things technology for us – rattling off
such gains as 95% (in under a month) with Organovo... 102% with LIN TV... 103% with

Santarus... 106% with Kratos Defense and Security... 104% with Micron Technologies
and others...
We're also very lucky to have Ernie Tremblay on board... one of the few in the world
who truly understands the science behind the new drug discovery process AND all the
moving pieces involved in getting new drugs to market.
His expertise has already led some Money Mapreaders to extraordinary wins,
including gains ranging from 103% to 345% on recently approved orphan drug maker
Aegerion Pharmaceuticals.
I think you get the idea here...
Because at Money Map, it's not just about having more services for you to buy...
It's about putting the right expertise at your disposal – so you can have an opportunity to
profit in all areas of the market!
That's why it's no surprise these high-octane research services were able to generate over
369 double- and triple-digit gains over the course of 2013 alone...
That's an average of one winner every single day of the year!
And it's why I would love to see you have access to these services... and all the new ones we
create in the future.

Our Team – And the Services You'll See
So permit me to take a few moments now to introduce you to the entire Money Mapteam and
some of the trading research services and newsletters you will have available to you as a
member of Passport Select.
Let's begin with our Chief Investment strategist – Keith Fitz-Gerald...

KEITH FITZ-GERALD
Money Map Press Chief Investment Strategist
EXPERTISE: Global trends and forecasting, quantitative analysis, signal
trading strategies
BACKGROUND:
Former professional trader and advisor, licensed CTA
Consultant to institutions regarding global futures trading and hedging

Expert analyst and contributor to FOX Business, CNBC Asia, BNN, Wall Street Journal,
WIRED, Forbes, MarketWatch
Best-selling author
Keith brings decades of common sense experience to Money Map Press, where he's become
known and respected by readers for his highly actionable global market insights and his
uncanny predictions.
Among the events Keith was out in front on, the credit default swaps that would bring down
the world economy in 2008... the European and Greek economic crisis... and his recent
research revealing an imminent water and resource war.
His insights have led to some remarkable gains...
Right now, in fact, the three services Keith runs – Geiger Index, Strike Force and our flagship
newsletter the Money Map Report – boast 46 closed double- and triple-digit winners in 2013...
and 31 more that are currently active and open.
Here's a closer look at Keith's services, each of which you can have full access to as a
Passport Select member:
There's...

Keith Fitz-Gerald's Strike Force
Core Strategy: Follows the smart money to key industries and global markets
Investment Vehicles: Small- and large-cap stocks, ETFs, ETNs, call and put options (all
detailed and explained)
Average Recommendations per Month: Four
Published Price: $2,950 per year
Keith's Strike Force is a service that clearly recognizes that today's stock market isn't just
about good businesses and strong balance sheets. It's a market run by insiders who, in many
ways, make up their own rules and can control the ebbs and flows of the market.
No "buy and hold" here. Strike Force is about recognizing these forces and then striking fast
for big in and out gains, like these we've seen over the years:
Yanzhou Coal Mining Co. Ltd.
Sinovac Biotech Ltd.
Yingli Green Energy Holding Co. Ltd.

426%
352%
304%

Silvercorp Metals Inc.
CurrencyShares Euro Trust
Linktone Ltd.
Navios Maritime Holdings Inc.

300%
234%
233%
215%

CNOOC Ltd.
EnerNOC, Inc.
Gilead Sciences Inc.

200%
179%
151%

Gains like these have made for some very loyal readers:
"(I have) an annualized return of +547%."
- Russ Parker
"I've followed your recommendations and I'm up $45K on NQ and I'm still holding
14K shares."
- Peter Wallace
"I recovered (my) initial investment and I'm up $7,329 in less than four months."
- Tim Cummings
"I have $9,375 in unrealized gains. Thanks Keith!"
- Paul Binder
"I'm not a wealthy man at 62 so I'm careful with my investments. Thanks to Keith
Fitz-Gerald I've already had returns of 94% and 64% with a total profit of $15,000."
- Roger Levac
"Keith, keep up the good work. I've made 70% in no time whatsoever."
- Bob Anderson
Next up...

Geiger Index
Core Strategy: Ultra short-term opportunities using quantitative analysis
Investment Vehicles: Stocks and Options
Average Recommendations per Month: Three to four
Published Price: $2,900 per year
For years, nobody really knew about them. Big Wall Street investing firms and their powerful
computers and software programs using powerful algorithms to beat the market and score

billions in profits for them and their wealthiest clients.
For years, this kind of computing power was out of the reach of the ordinary investor. But as
the power gap between supercomputers and home computers narrows, regular investors
can have this advantage, too – with the right software, of course.
After many years of work Keith Fitz-Gerald has developed a set of custom algorithms and
incorporated them into his proprietary, quantitative analysis software. The goal? Identify
developing trading patterns in the markets and invest accordingly.
Since it launched in 2009, the Geiger Index has shown a remarkable ability for achieving
consistent and exciting gains, while minimizing risk.
For example, right out of the gate, it delivered 58 winners out of the first 60 plays... and it's 18
for 18 in 2013, generating such annualized gains as:
ITT Educational Services Inc.

831%

Morgan Stanley
F5 Networks, Inc.

684%
608%

POSCO
Market Vectors Gold Miners ETF

549%
456%

iShares Silver Trust
Petr

265%
264%

iShares MSCI Brazil Index

244%

Whole Foods Market, Inc.

233%

Needless to say, subscribers are pleased:
"Keith, first the Geiger Index went 9 for 9. Then 35 for 35. I've made a bundle!"
- Brent Salamony
"Since I'm new to options and the Geiger Index, I just opened a small account to try
your service, I'm pleased to tell you I'm up nearly 60%... not bad for 22 days!"
- Mary Owens
"Keith, I've profited in excess of $1.5 million for the last year. You have my profound
appreciation."
- Gary Loest
"I've been a member about 6 months and I've already made between $40k-$50k."
- Robert Montrose
And Keith's longest-running work:

Money Map Report
Core Strategy: A three-part mix of income investments, wealth protection and global
opportunity
Investment Vehicles: Stocks
Average Recommendations per Month: Three
Published Price: $199 per year
Money Map Report acknowledges what few mainstream American media publications will –
that investing is truly global in nature these days and if you want to be successful you must
see and understand what's happening beyond U.S. borders.
Money Map Report's success is apparent: 104 winners in the books since our first pick in 2007
– and 46 more open positions trading positive.
Among our best:
ABB Ltd. Depository Receipt

293%

iShares MSCI Brazil Index
iShares FTSE China 25

174%
156%

Rockwood Holdings Inc.
Kinder Morgan Energy Partners

151%
127%

SPDR Gold Shares
CNH Global NV

116%
105%

Altria Group Inc.

102%

iShares Silver Trust

100%

Once again, Keith has many admirers of his work:
"Keith, I lost over $325,000 dollars when the market tanked. Thanks to you and your
team, I made it all back and I'm now up over $80,000."
- William Connors
"I just pocketed a $5,000 profit on your LPL recommendation. Your newsletter is the
best thing I've subscribed to."
- John Tanner
"I have made a cool 108%! Thank you."
- Michael Cosmar

"I am up 86% and made a bucket full of money."
- Anthony Guastella
Continuing Money Map's tradition of attracting top experts in their fields is Dr. Kent Moors...

DR. KENT MOORS
Money Map Press Director of Energy Investments
EXPERTISE: Energy and geo-political trends that impact the global
energy markets
BACKGROUND:
Energy adviser to 21 world governments, including the United States, China, Russia,
and Australia
Member of two State Department task forces on shale energy
Recipient of three Presidential Distinguished Services Medals (Reagan, Bush Sr.,
Clinton)
Consultant to OPEC, the EIA, IEA, and the National Intelligence Community
Consultant to major energy companies, private corporations, and law firms in 25
countries
Regular contributor to FOX Business, CBS, ABC, BBC, Bloomberg, NBC, and CNN
Best-selling author
Few people in the world can match Dr. Moors' expertise, credentials, and access when it
comes to the energy markets.
When Sinopec – China's $16 billion energy titan – wanted to position itself to capitalize on $2
trillion worth of unconventional oil claims in Pennsylvania and Wyoming, its executives asked
to meet with Dr. Kent Moors at his vacation home in the Bahamas.
When former Polish President (and Nobel Prize winner) Lech Walesa wanted to build a
strategy for easing conflicts between Eastern Europe and Russia concerning natural gas
supplies, he too came to Dr. Moors.
When the U.S. State Department needed an expert to advise the Ugandan government on
how to handle a multi-billion-barrel oil discovery, they called on Dr. Moors.
When Wilson Pastor, the former President of OPEC, and current Energy Minister for Ecuador
needed guidance regarding a historic refinery project in his native country, he sought that
guidance from Dr. Kent Moors.
And Dr. Moors' unprecedented insight is why Money Map Press readers regularly send us
letters to show their appreciation for his work:

"Kent, you are a money-making machine."
- Marvin Williams
"I am an oil man of 30 years standing. What a great job Dr. Moors does for all of us."
- Colin E. Gregg
"Kent, your wise recommendations have allowed me to not only recover my
subscription cost but your recommendations keep growing in value."
- Ryan Tillman
Kent's two energy-based services are among Money Map Press' most consistent gains
producers, led by...

Energy Inner Circle
Core Strategy: Energy exploration companies, oil and gas producers, utilities, and innovative
renewable energy opportunities that present themselves from Dr. Moors' private meetings
and investigations
Investment Vehicles: Stocks and basic options
Average Recommendations per Month: Four
Published Price: $2,999 per year
We all know it to be true: the closer you are to core information, the richer you can become.
A good example is his recent Cooper Pedy discovery.
As energy advisor to Australia, China and the United States, Dr. Moors was involved in private
meetings where, among other things, he learned that as much as 233 billion BOE (barrels of
oil equivalent) had been found under the tiny Southern Australian town.
Furthermore, he learned the one company who controls it all – and whose stock soared over
400% in price once the news got out.
But it's still early days for this opportunity. In fact, the stock's pulled back to a nice buy price
once again, while players jockey for position in this monumental oil story. And Kent's Energy
Inner Circle readers are positioned nicely for any potential gains.
Of course, it's not the first time Kent's high-level access has given Energy Inner Circle readers a
chance to pocket substantial gains.
Since he started this premium service back in 2011, he's racked up 54 double- and triple-digit
winners, including:

Westport Innovations
Golar Limited

543%
300%

Delek US Holdings Inc.
Sunoco Logistics Partners

285%
244%

Robbins & Myers

179%

Valero
Rex Energy Corporation

156%
138%

Cabot Oil and Gas
Calumet Specialty Products

132%
118%

Oiltanking Partners

108%

It's his ability to "beat the street" to the major opportunities that allow those who follow Dr.
Moors' research to quickly cash in on these incredible energy plays:
"I realized a 110% profit in 2 days."
- Richard D. Louden
"Kent, I grabbed an 80% return in 7 days. Keep up the good work."
- Brad L.
"Kent, I just made $17,114.35! Can you walk on water too? I mean oil, can you walk
on oil?"
- Sam Lewis
Of course, you'll also have access to Kent's flagship energy service...

Energy Advantage
Core Strategy: A wide selection of energy plays and opportunities
Investment Vehicles: Stocks, MLPs and ETFs
Average Recommendations per Month: One
Published Price: $199 per year
When most people think of oil profits they think it's about cashing in on some great energy
find somewhere.
And while Kent's broken the story to many Money Map readerson plenty of those over the
years (Cooper Pedy, Eagle Ford, the Tuscaloosa Marine find to name a few), it's not the only
way to win the big energy money game.

You see, there are opportunities all up and down the energy spectrum:
The midstream players... the transporters, storers and wholesale makers of crude and
refined oil products.
There's the upstream opportunity... all the people involved in exploration, drilling and well
operation.
And there's downstream companies... the refiners, processers and marketers of everything
oil, including gasoline, kerosene, jet fuel, heating oil, lubricants, waxes, asphalt and more.
On top of those – all the companies and industries that make the trucks, drilling equipment,
well head products... the picks and shovels of the industry.
So much to know and follow it's virtually impossible for the layman to know it all. But as an
Energy Advantage reader, you have Kent keeping a watchful eye out on the best
opportunities for you.
And in the three years he's been at the helm, it's been quite a fun ride, with 48 winning trades
in just 35 months. Among them:
Western Refining Inc.
Cheniere

421%
231%

Frontline

219%

Valero
Martin Midstream

187%
117%

Genesis Energy
iPath S&P GSCI Crude Oil TR Index

77%
75%

Of course, readers are thrilled:
"Dr. Moors has made me very wealthy. He is the Tiger Woods of the energy world."
- Jared Smith
"VERY impressed! I sincerely compliment you on your work, knowledge and
experience. The very best to you."
- Robert Southerland
Another niche market expert who's generated many gains for Money Map readers is our very
own Shah Gilani...

SHAH GILANI
Money Map Press Director of Event Trading
EXPERTISE: Tracking and reacting to investment patterns of large
institutional investors and Wall Street investment firms
BACKGROUND:
Founder and manager of two hedge funds
Assisted in the creation of the Volatility Index (VIX)
Founded the fixed-income trading desk for bond firm Roosevelt & Cross Inc.
FOX Business Analyst
Shah Gilani's career represents the very definition of a "Wall Street Insider."
From his early days, when he transformed $10 million into $100 million in his first hedge
fund... To his rise to the top of the $50 billion Unit Investment Trusts (UIT) market...
Success has followed Shah each step of the way.
Few are more dialed in to the financial markets than Shah is. It still amazes us to this day the
people he knows and how he can pick up a telephone anywhere and go straight to the source
of power and influence on Wall Street and in Washington, D.C.
Shah's who-you-know approach to investing has served him well for decades... and since
joining us in 2010 – Money Map readers too.
Shah's very first premium service for Money Map is a classic example:

Capital Wave Forecast
Core Strategy: Follows the profits as money exits one asset class and moves into the next
Investment Vehicles: Stocks and Options (calls and puts)
Average Recommendations per Month: Four to six
Published Price: $3,500 per year
Shah Gilani's Capital Wave Forecast can be summed up by a simple motto: "follow the
money."
Where are the institutional investors pushing cash now? Who is receiving government
money? And what industries are the venture capitalists eyeing?

When you know where the money's going, you can get rich. "Capital Waves," Shah calls
them... and when they form, Shah Gilani looks to ride them all the way to the top and cash out
a rapid succession of windfalls in very short windows of time.
Since launching Capital Wave Forecast, it's been one after another. Take May 7, 2010...
Shah took advantage of a Capital Wave to close out three recommendations of 70%, 111%,
and 165%.
Then came January 21, 2011. Another Capital Wave struck, and Shah closed out nine doubledigit winners. All in one trading session.
The following month, fresh off a chain of serious scores, another Capital Wave broke and
Shah closed out six winners that hit as high as 113%.
August 8, 2011, he cashed out four winners for huge triple-digit gains – 197%... 371%...
455%... and 456% to be precise.
On October 3 and 4, he did it again. Folks following his research closed out three
recommendations for gains of 134%, 179%, and 239%.
May 25, 2012 – Shah rode a Capital Wave to four separate windfalls of 67%, 100%, 124%, and
218%.
The following month – June 27 – it was a day for the record books: Shah identified an
enormous Capital Wave that allowed him to cash out 15 winners.
All in one day!
It continued in 2013.
January 19 through January 22. Shah rang up three, rapid-fire, double-digit winners.
Then on February 4, yet another Capital Wave created same-day gains of 49%... 49% again...
and 39% on three separate targets.
May 28 and 29 rewarded members with six winners and 81.5% total returns.
The next month, June 24 and 25... four trades and 330% total returns.
I think you getting the picture here. When a Capital Wave strikes that allows for a chain of
triple-digit gains – Shah will target it.
And here are the kinds of fast gains you can see:

Goldman Sachs

456%

SPDR S&P 500
iShares FTSE China 25 Index Fund

455%
371%

Powershares

197%

Chipotle Mexican Grill, Inc.
Volatlity Index S&P 500

179%
165%

SPDR Gold Shares
ProShares UltraShort 20+ Year Treasury

134%
134%

ProShares Ultra S&P 500

113%

Ultrashort Euro ProShares

111%

No question, Shah can keep his readers busy following the money. And they thank him for it:
"One year ago I wouldn't have thought that someone in the world could make
1,000% in 3 days. Nor that I could make $36,000 profit in 3 days. Now I know it is
possible."
- Eric Duneau
"I took gains of 87%, 145%, and 102%... No complaints there."
- Vicki S.
"This subscription is great! I'm new at this and started with $1000 and made 49.7%
realized gain last month thanks to your picks and explanations."
- Jeff Quinn
Shah's newest project centers on his years of experience as a Wall Street dealmaker:

Shah Gilani's DealBook
Core Strategy: Targets mergers and acquisitions candidates, IPOs and spinoff opportunities
Investment Vehicles: Stocks and Options (calls and puts)
Average Recommendations per Month: Five
Published Price: $3,000 per year
There may be no better way to make a quick hit gain in the stock market than with a good oldfashioned merger or acquisition.
Sometimes, it just has to look like a great candidate and investors will swarm.
Other times, it's professional insight into what can happen to a stock after a merger occurs

that can make you a boatload of cash.
Take priceline.com's recent merger with Kayak. As Shah wrote in a special report to DealBook
subscribers in January of 2013, it was a perfect marriage for the already soaring Priceline. As
Shah told subscribers in January:
Priceline is aiming to lower its per-click advertising expenses and customer
acquisition costs overall, as well as cross-market to its unique visitors. With the
addition of more than 100 million visitors a month to the newly combined website,
this newly merged company will take off like a rocket.
Now take a look at Priceline's stock price in the months since he made his prediction:

It was up 87% in 2013 alone...
If and when priceline.com's stock does a 10-1 reverse split like Shah thinks it will, it'll appeal
more to retail investors and the price could soar even higher from there.
This insight has paid off nicely for DealBook readers with more than 20 double- and tripledigit winners in the two years he's been watching this sector, including:
Powershares

124%

Volatility Index

100%

Ishares iBoxx
Kratos Defense & Security

100%
91%

Expedia, Inc.
Home Loan Servicing Solutions

82%
79%

Hillshire Brands Company

34%

Next up, one of the newest additions to the Money Mapteam, Robert Hsu – another expert
with impeccable credentials...

ROBERT HSU
Money Map Press Director of Income Investing
EXPERTISE: International banking, global finance, income investing
BACKGROUND:
Former Executive Hedge Fund Manager at Goldman Sachs
Quantitative Analyst for a billion-dollar hedge fund
Founder and President of money management firm Absolute Return Capital Advisors
in Los Angeles, CA
Author, The 30% Income Secret (to be released in 2014)
Robert Hsu has found the perfect home at Money Map Press.
Even though he made his first million at 29 years of age and retired at 31, this former quant
analyst and portfolio manager for investment powerhouse Goldman Sachs simply grew tired
of helping the big money on Wall Street get richer.
So he formed a private company to help regular investors grow their wealth using the safe
and steady income techniques the big guys use. He's also writing a soon-to-be-published
book for income investors called The 30% Income Secret, in which he shows regular investors
how to safely boost their income gains from boring 3%, 4% and 5% to 30% or more.
And now he's here... ready to show Money Map readers how to turbo boost their safe money
gains. We have all kinds of exciting projects lined up for Robert – and as a Passport Select
member, you'll have access to them.
For now, though, he's taking over a long-time favorite premium service of Money
Mapreaders:

Permanent Wealth Investor
Core Strategy: Aggressive income plays that can be harnessed to deliver a 30%+ annual
income stream
Investment Vehicles: Stocks and Options (calls and puts)
Average Recommendations per Month: Four
Published Price: $3,500 per year

If you are on the hunt for income, but like most people you're tired of 2% annual yields, then
you will want to follow Robert Hsu's Permanent Wealth Investor.
This advanced income service gives everyday folks the opportunity to capitalize on the same
ultra-safe, yet ultra-high-yielding strategies the major investment firms on Wall Street
implement for their clients in the 1% wealth bracket.
Permanent Wealth Investor has become the "go to" solution for people tired of suffering from
the financial impact of this low-interest-rate world we live in.
Since launching in 2009, Permanent Wealth Investor has rewarded members with 42 winners
(or currently open positions) that have offered double- or triple-digit gains. Among them:
Cliff Resources

144%

B&G Foods Inc.

139%

Banco de Santander

85%

Babcock and Brown Air Limited
Silvercorp Mining

84%
69%

Aberdeen Chile Fund Inc.

58%

Teck Resources

58%

Nisource

52%

Windstream Corp.
Old Republic Intnl.

52%
51%

As is the case with all of our premium services, readers are most grateful:
"I am delighted and staggered at the additional $9,100 I will soon be receiving. It is
by far the largest payout I have ever earned for holding 400 shares of a company,
and that is on top of the $3,804.76 I've already cashed in."
- Walter Andrews
"The 86% gain I realized yesterday after only 4 1/2 months was especially sweet."
- Mike Mulaski
"I am very impressed with your knowledge, honesty and concern. It is nice to identify
people who you can trust their intentions are to help people without any hidden
agendas. You have helped me and my family. Thank you."
- Steve Sorrento
And with Robert's exciting new "30% turbo" strategy just kicking in, there's never been a
better time to follow this service.
I know the list is getting long, but I can't leave out other key members of our team, including

Peter Krauth...

PETER KRAUTH
Money Map Press Director of Natural Resources
EXPERTISE: Natural resources, precious metals, mining companies
BACKGROUND:
Former Portfolio Adviser
20-Year Natural Resources Investing Strategist
Acclaimed Mining Analyst
Peter travels the world to visit mines and natural resource claims.
His "boots on the ground" approach to investing allows him to find unprecedented
opportunities while avoiding chasing rumors.
He goes straight to the source and uncovers the investment targets in gold, silver, platinum,
palladium, and energy that are a must-have for your portfolio.
Peter's experience has paid off nicely for Money Map readers who follow his research in the
one publication that gets his full and complete attention...

Real Asset Returns
Core Strategy: Natural resources, precious metals, mining companies, currencies
Investment Vehicles: Stocks and Options
Average Recommendations per Month: Five
Published Price: $2,900 per year
One thing is for sure...
Peter does not run Real Asset Returns from a comfy chair in a comfy office on Wall Street.
He doesn't spend his days simply flipping through the pages of company reports and press
releases.
Instead, he crosses the globe to investigate the mines and potential claims of the world's
most exciting natural resource and commodity opportunities.

He goes inside these mines. He gets in the trenches. He interviews their executives. He closely
examines their operations and distribution chains.
Because in the wild and wooly world of resource investing, it's the only way to know for
certain if a company's control on their claims is "the real deal."
Real Asset Returns is not about finding that 1-in-a-100 penny stock story that hits it big,
because all that means is you are striking out the other 99 times.
This is for people who want serious gains, without taking unnecessary gambles.
Real Asset Returns has been a goldmine for his readers (pun intended)! Since he began
publishing in late 2009, Peter has rattled off over 60 winners – 52 of those double- and tripledigit gains. Among some of the highlights:
SPDR Gold Shares

608%

Sandstorm Gold Ltd.
Mag Silver

464%
129%

Fortuna Silver Miners, Inc.

126%

Agnico-Eagle Mines Ltd.

123%

Paramount Gold and Silver Corp.

116%

Global X Silver Miners ETF
Royal Gold

105%
101%

Energold Drilling Inc.

101%

Romarco Minerals Inc.

98%

Stillwater Mining Co.

74%

Needless to say, Peter has his share of fans:
Like Mike M., a former Series 7, Registered Broker. He wrote Peter to let him know he now
uses Real Asset Returns to "handle his family's investments."
"Yes, I made money. But what's important is my younger sisters made money. You make me look
like a rock star," Mike wrote in a note.
Dorothy L. from Vancouver, BC, also had instant success with Real Asset Returns.
"I am a 78 yr. old great-grandma and a new subscriber. Already I've seen gains of 31% and
34%. Keep up the good work and the behind the scenes guidance!"
Catharine S. from Henderson, CO, saw "a 76% increase" from Real Asset Returns, but is even
more excited now because the value of her portfolio "just keeps going higher!"

And then there's Bob C. from Philadelphia, PA.
He let us know that he just sold shares in a Real Asset Returns recommendation for, as he
explained, "a 168% gain, BUT I still own 2,300 shares for FREE!"
Another of our experts quickly gaining the respect and admiration of Money Mapreaders is
one of our newest team members, Michael A. Robinson...

MICHAEL A. ROBINSON
Money Map Press Director of Technology Investing
EXPERTISE: Present and future technologies, Technology Investing
BACKGROUND:
Board member and Senior Advisor to Silicon Valley Venture
Capital Firms
Pulitzer Prize-nominated analyst
Writer for The Wall Street Journal, Defense Media Network, The Oakland Tribune, Detroit
News, The San Francisco Examiner, The Kansas City Times, Wealth Magazine,
and American Banker
Best-selling author
Michael Robinson is one of the newest members of the Money Map Pressteam. He's also one
of our most important. His Silicon Valley, venture capital, and investigative reporting
credentials give Michael and his Money Map followers a huge edge when it comes to
discovering new technologies – and understanding how, when and why they can make you
rich.
His ability to track the major stories back to groundbreaking, investment opportunities is
second to none.
And in a very short time with us, he's building quite the reputation with his hugely popular
new premium service...

Radical Technology Profits
Core Strategy: Small to mid-sized companies focused on developing immense
breakthroughs in biotech, nanotech, advanced computing, medicine, and futuristic
technologies
Investment Vehicles: Stocks

Average Recommendations per Month: Five
Published Price: $3,195 per year
Michael Robinson's Radical Technology Profits uncovers the military investment
opportunities, medical breakthroughs, "big data" innovations, and revolutionary inventions
that will change our world for the better.
This trading service is unlike anything you've seen before.
In one of his most recent finds, Michael tells readers about a single device that could be the
answer to eradicating cancer, heart and respiratory diseases... every illness.
It costs under $50. It's FDA-approved. And the patents for this device are controlled by a
small, under-the-radar company.
Analysts are predicting revenue for this technology is set to surge 63,000% between now and
2017 while creating $7 trillion in new wealth.
And that's just one of an explosion of new technologies coming.
Radical Technology Profits has also recently uncovered ways for everyday folks to get in on
the ground floor on "Cyberknife" robotic surgery, 3D bio-printing, and rare earth investment
opportunities.
And in the coming months, Michael Robinson is set to release profit briefings on a synthetic
vaccine that may eradicate the flu for good, advanced longevity imaging, photonic optical
networking, UHDTVs, VOIP 2.0, and the "Unbreakable Firewall."
Heady stuff – but the profit potential is enormous!
Best of all, using his Pulitzer Prize-worthy journalism background, nobody can explain it all to
you in simpler terms: both the technology itself and how to profit from it.
The proof is in the pudding, as they say. In just two years since launching his Radical
Technology Profits, he's delivered 30 winners, including:
Acadia Pharmaceuticals

732%

Organovo Holdings Inc.

200%

LIN TV Corp.

178%

Accuray Inc.
Santarus Inc.

169%
124%

Kratos Defense

106%

Micron Technology

104%

CRAY Inc.

101%

And all this success is much to the delight of Michael's loyal readers:
"Clean, straight forward, no games... I just moved you to the top and will consider
you my best and main source. Please keep it up."
- Bill Kelsey
"Michael Robinson, your research into these cutting edge technologies is not only
helping us investors, by shining a light on them, you are giving them the exposure to
the people with the money who can help them in their R&D, and you are therefore
helping all of mankind progress and evolve."
- Jeff Parish
"Michael, thank you for these truly eye-opening discoveries and innovations with the
potential to literally Change The World! Better yet, you get right into practical
applications having Real World near-term impact and on out to long-term
consequences for investors. LOVE your stuff!"
- R. M. Lesnar
Our next investment expert is a man we've long been calling "the investment community's
best kept secret"... meet Sid Riggs.

SID RIGGS
Money Map Press Director of Small-Cap Opportunities
EXPERTISE: Small- and micro-cap securities, chart analysis, market
catalysts
BACKGROUND:
Director of Research at Money Map Press since 2009
You may not have heard the name too many times – but Sid has long been our go-to guy here
at Money Map Press.
No one can tear apart and get to the heart of a company's financial statement like Sid can.
He's an analyst extraordinaire. Whenever our experts see a company on the verge of
something new or big – and we want to know a) if there's anything about the stock we should
worry about, or b) what the upside potential really is – Sid's been our guy.
Case in point...

Another new expert you'll meet in a minute, Ernie Tremblay, was doing a special report for
Passport Club members on a little drug company.
Ernie's "Rich Science" research told him the company was certain to get the green light from
the FDA for a drug it developed to treat a rare blood disease.
At the time, the stock was trading for around $15. We asked Sid to look into it and tell us what
the stock could be trading at if all of Ernie's projections were right.
$74, he told us.
We thought he was crazy. From $15 to $74 – five times the price – just on FDA approval?
But we've learned not to doubt Sid on these matters...
Look what has happened to Aegerion Pharmaceutical's stock price over the course of a year:

It soared from around $14 when we showed it to Sid in October 2012 – to a high of, you
guessed it, $74 when Ernie issued his final sell on the stock.
Besides Aegerion, Sid has analyzed hundreds of securities and profit opportunities for
Money Mapreaders.
But his true expertise rests in the identification of specific market catalysts within the fastpaced small-cap sector. Which is why we're so excited about Sid's very first project...

Small-Cap Rocket Alert
Core Strategy: Small companies with breakthrough ideas, new innovations, game-changing
products

Investment Vehicles: Stocks
Average Recommendations per Month: Five
Published Price: $4,000 per year
With Small-Cap Rocket Alert, Sid is locked on one solitary objective. And that's hunting down
the types of opportunities that can literally create millionaires in a matter of months.
And that's because they all experience a chain reaction of profit surges during a very short
window of time.
Imagine how much wealthier you could be if you start cashing in on these kinds of runs:
577.5%... up to 987.5%... then 2,650%... then 3,090% GAIN on HGSH
80.9%... up to 1,196.1%... then 1,682.7%... then 2,119.2% GAIN on PCYC
168.4%... up to 336.5%... then 648.7%... then 1,735.4% GAIN on CONN
336.1%... up to 876.8%... then 1,162.0%... then 1,726.8% GAIN on FTK
455.1%... then 675.8%... then 1,306.9%... then 1,687.9% GAIN on RPRX
All these were "once" small-cap stocks that made early investors rich.
And in just the few months since we launched Sid's Small-Cap Rocket Alert we're starting to
see these kinds of gains unfold. Of the nine companies he's recommended in the last two
months, six positions are up double-digits already and one has been closed out for a rocksolid 100% gain.
Needless to say, his readers couldn't be happier:
"Today I'm up over $15,000 overall on a stock I would never have heard of if I'd not
been a subscriber to Small-Cap Rocket Alert. AMAZING!"
- Charles V.
"Sid, I've only been on board for a couple of months but can't believe how much
money you have made me already - long may it continue!"
- Ben S.
"I've been in this business for over 50 years and this is my biggest hit ever. Me and my
children thank you too! They each have $2,000 in their retirement accounts - Should I
buy the Range Rover now?"
- Frank M.
"Hi Sid, I'm not much for typing but I thought you would like to know that with your
help, I turned $450.00 into $4,300.00! Thank you, Mr. Small Cap Rocket Man."
- Gary W.

"Even this small position has completely paid for my subscription!"
- Mark B.
If you love swinging for the fences and you want one of the best on your side to help you find
them, then be sure to include Sid's Small-Cap Rocket Alert in your Passport Select mix.

And More Coming!
I've just outlined a selection of the many premium research services and newsletters you will
see immediately for the next 30 days – while you decide which five you want to keep as part of
your Passport Select membership.
And remember...
There's absolutely nothing stopping you from switching in and out of any of these services
whenever you want.
I want to make this clear, because we get a lot of questions on this from new Passport Select
members...
"You mean, if I wanted to, I could trade in and out of services so that over the course
of weeks or months I could see what every service is recommending?"
That answer is absolutely YES.
But here's the thing.

A Secret Weapon Nobody Else Has
You'll not only have access to the services we currently have – but also new services we'll be
introducing in the coming weeks.
For instance, the first one you're likely to see is from the aforementioned Ernie Tremblay –
the gentleman who recently delivered certain Passport Club members official gains of 103%,
248%, 307% and 345% in Aegerion Pharmaceuticals.
Simply put, Ernie's area of expertise is one that can make you rich.
You see, Ernie is an expert in the area of drug discovery. Now, notice I didn't stress drug
discovery companies. Those are what other gurus and drug stock analysts focus on.
With Ernie, we have something much better – someone who is a bona-fide expert in the
science that decides whether a drug works or not.
What's more, he knows precisely the kind of science the FDA and all the committees that meet

to consider data leading up to approvals or denials are looking at. Things like drug efficacy
(does it work or not), safety, effectiveness of the drug relative to side effects, demand in the
medical community and so on.
And after 20 years of researching the drug discovery process for publishers, doctor's groups
and others, he's discovered something else...
That there's a special niche of the drug discovery world that the FDA – and all those involved in
the approval process – favor over all others!
It's this little discovery – and the successes we've seen from Ernie so far (three FDA approvals
so far and counting) – that have us very excited about Ernie's new service, BioScience
Millionaire, which we'll be launching the first week in February.
Of course, as a Passport Select member, you can choose to see it the day it comes out – and
be exempt from the $5,000 subscription fee – for life.
There are other new services besides Ernie's you'll see...
You will also have access to Michael Robinson's Nova-X Report, which just launched late last
year.
This is a unique newsletter that will take members into the heart of Silicon Valley to deeply
explore the biggest inventions and innovations.
You'll get to see it now – along with everything else – as part of your 30-day see everything
feature.

The Nova-X Opportunity Matrix
And with your first issue, you'll get a Special Report on seven tech trends that are rapidly
interlocking into the most powerful global money shift Michael has ever seen.
He calls it the Nova-X Opportunity Matrix.
All told, it's seven layers of high-tech profits investors can immediately build a lifetime of
wealth around. In fact, the financial impact of these seven trends – such as Cloud Computing,
the Mobile Wave, Big Data and Biotechnology – will be staggering.
And so will the profit potential.
Here's another service you'll see soon...
It's a newsletter Robert Hsu is developing based exclusively on the "30% Income Secret" he
used during his time running the hedge fund division at Goldman Sachs.

It's the same secret he uses at his Beverly Hills investment fund today, which his customers
pay tens of thousands of dollars in fees to receive.
As the name suggests, his upcoming publication aims to create an immense, passive income
stream that can deliver 30% cash rewards, year in and year out.
When it launches in the months ahead, you will be among the first in line to receive it. And
you won't have to pay a dime.

The Price
Now I know I've covered a lot here, so let me quickly recap what Passport Select is and how it
works:
1. You can test drive all the services we offer for the next 30 days (except for Kent's Micro
Energy Trader, which is full, and any direct investing opportunities for accredited
investors only.)
2. After 30 days you'll be asked to log on to the Passport Select website and select five
(5) services that you'd like to keep coming your way.
3. You may at any time switch out one service for another, as often as you like.
4. You'll enjoy this unlimited access to research services we have now AND in the future
(including two coming in early 2014)
5. You get it all... for life.
Now, the cost to subscribe to all these services at the published prices would be $33,675.
If you were to subscribe to just 10 of the premium research services available to Select
members, you might pay as much as $32,439.
And remember – that's per year.
Spread the cost over the next five years and you're looking at over $168,000 in potential
subscription fees!
That's why our accountants have been telling me in no uncertain terms since we made this
offer:
You need to raise the price of this subscription level in 2014... by at least $1,500.
And that's what we've done...

Effective January 1, the price of Passport Select lifetime access has gone up – from $4,750 to
$6,250.
But as necessary as it was from a business standpoint to raise the price of Passport Select
membership... something bothered me about the timing of it.
After all, we've only been offering Passport Select for 10 months now.
And for most of that time, only our very best readers had access to it... those who bought
premium subscriptions for $2,000, $3,000 and $5,000 per year.
In other words...
There's a very good chance you never had an opportunity to become a Passport
Selectmember prior to us raising the price on January 1.
That's what got me thinking over the holidays...
And that's what had me sitting down in the New Year and putting together a program that
would "make things right," as it were.
We can't go back to the old price...
But what I can do is take a good amount of money from 2013 – $10 million – and set it aside to
share with anyone who chooses to take advantage of this very popular lifetime membership
level through this offer...
And if you do...
I've structured it in such a way that the deal you're left with is EVEN BETTER than those who
signed up at the old price!
That's because within three days of becoming a Passport Select member, I'm going to cut
you a check from the $10 million "Give It Back" account I just opened.
It's a way for us to reward our most avid readers – by not only granting you lifetime access to
all our research... but also by sharing in the success of our business...
So what's the value of the check I'll send you under the terms of this offer?
We've had quite a bit of discussion about that over the past few weeks. A few suggested we
send you $1,500 – an amount equivalent to the January price hike.
That way you'll not only have a chance to see this offer (possibly for the first time...)

But also get in at the old, cheaper price.
But in fact, I'd like to give you even more than that amount...
So the deal you get today nets out to be the very best deal anyone has seen since we first
launched the Passport Select membership level in April of last year.
In other words, I want this to be a big deal for you. And that means making sure you get all the
benefits of this very popular service... at the lowest possible net price.
I'll tell you the amount in a minute. But first, there's another benefit of Passport Select to tell
you about...
It's a daily service that's written and edited by a gentleman who works mostly behind the
scenes for Money Map readers, writing, editing and researching much of the material you
see: William Patalon III.

WILLIAM PATALON III
Money Map Press Executive Editor and Senior Researcher
EXPERTISE: Investigative analysis in the areas of finance, investing,
economics, manufacturing, the defense sector, biotechnology, and
telecommunications
BACKGROUND:
22-year career as a journalist at newspapers such as the Baltimore Sun
Conducted famous interviews with President Richard M. Nixon, General Electric CEO
John F. "Jack" Welch, and Forbes magazine publisher and former Presidential
candidate Steve Forbes
His work has appeared in Kiplinger's, USA Today, and The South China Morning Post
A winner of approximately two dozen journalism awards – including top honors
from The Associated Press and the prestigious Society of American Business Editors
and Writers (SABEW)
Co-author of the Prentice Hall book, "Contrarian Investing: How to Buy and Sell When
Others Won't and Make Money Doing It"
With a team as diverse in knowledge, skills and experience as Money Map's, Bill is the person
who keeps everyone on topic, ensuring you're seeing the best and most relevant research
from the corners of the market that can impact your wealth the most.
As our top editor, Bill is in touch with each of our experts practically on a daily basis. It's his
job to know where they are, what they're working on... and to make sure you get their
research quickly – and in a language you can understand.

His work with our growing list of editors led him to start writing a daily recap of some of the
most interesting ideas and investments our gurus are talking about.
Ultimately it led to one of Money Map'smost popular services...

Private Briefing
Core Strategy: Unique and interesting ideas our Money Map investment experts happen to
be working on
Investment Vehicles: Stocks
Average Recommendations per Month: One or two ideas discussed each day
Published Price: $240 per year
Nobody knows Money Map's team of gurus like William (Bill) Patalon III. So when someone's
excited about an idea, William can sense it – and it's immediately put on the docket for
tomorrow's Private Briefing issue.
It's a strategy that's worked beautifully. Private Briefing has quickly become one of our most
popular research service offerings here at Money Map Press.
And no wonder...
Since launching it a little over two years ago, Private Briefing has locked on to over 90 winning
ideas from our gurus. Among them:
Inovio Pharmaceuticals, Inc.

322%

Astex Pharmaceuticals Inc.
Galapagos NV

222%
212%

Micron Technology Inc.

128%

AVG Technologies N.V.

107%

Trius Therapeutics, Inc.

101%

Advanced Micro

73%

Again, Private Briefing readers have wasted no time in telling us how thrilled they are with
William's daily work:
"I spend 10k per year on investment advice... but Private Briefing's research is my
first read each day. Thank you so much for your insights and great explanations."
- Brian Anderson
"I tripled my money! Thanks for the great plays!"

- Tom R.
"Closed out your recommendation in ARAY for a $2,500 profit in less than a month. I
will be a lifetime subscriber to your service!"
- Joe Turner
"I'm ahead 60% in a month. To say I'm happy would be an understatement."
- Charles Porter
"I never thought I'd find a 1000% winner. Keep up the great work."
- Bob T.
But here's the thing about Private Briefing...
As a Passport Select member, you don't have to choose Private Briefing among your five
services to get it – it's yours free for life!
We do this because Private Briefing is an excellent way to get a feel for what the other services
– those not in your current Group of 5 – are up to.
That way, if you see something that piques your interest from a different service, you simply
log on to your special website and make the change instantly.
And just to be clear...
There's no added charge for doing this. You can do it any time. And you can do it as often as
you like.
In all that's 15 services you can access... 13 now and two new ones coming early this year...
Including Ernie Tremblay's $5,000 per year drug discovery research service coming in
February. We're especially excited about this one because we've seen firsthand the
extraordinary gains that come from knowing the science behind successful drugs.

A $2,500 Check You Can Use For Anything
Add it all up and it comes to over $33,650 worth of benefits per year... for the one-time
payment price of $6,250 (plus the small $149 per year maintenance fee which begins next
year... and without which we could not offer this lifetime value).
However...
When you factor in your share of the "Give It Back" fund I'll send you... the actual net price is
much lower.

That's because through this offer only I'm going to send you a check in your name for $2,500.
That's $2,500 you can use for anything you like.
You might want to take the money and pay down some holiday bills... use it for a weekend
getaway... treat yourself to a night out a month for the rest of the year.
Anything at all!
Or you might want to put it in one of Sid's Small-Cap Rocket Alert stocks – and have a chance
to double and triple your money. (On January 7, 2014, his most recent recommendation
soared 90% in one day!)
Or in one of Ernie's next small drug discovery companies... where you might see an
opportunity to score another Aegerion Pharmaceuticals success – and watch your $2,500
soar to nearly $10,000.
Another option is to simply use your $2,500 as an instant credit – and pay just $3,750 for
Passport Select lifetime access...
A net price, incidentally, is the LOWEST anyone has paid since we first offered this
membership level last year!
But as you consider this very generous offer, I'd like to you remember one more thing.

There's a Limit to the Number of
Checks I Can Hand Out
I told you earlier about how subscribers to our newsletter and premium services have had an
opportunity to cash out substantial double- and triple-digit gains: better than 500 times –
just in the last two years alone...
Well, when you have that kind of success, word has a habit of spreading.
As a result, we've attracted more paid-up readers than we've ever had in our history – over
100,000 at last count.
Why am I telling you this?
It's because for the first time ever, all these people will see this offer...
And when they figure out Passport Select is essentially a "loophole" for gaining access to
research that would otherwise cost upwards of $168,000 to see over the next five years
alone... for a price that nets out at an average of just $750 per year...

I suspect we'll get a substantial rush of people who enjoy and rely on our research.
That said, here's the reality of the matter:
I can't give away $2,500 to everyone. Do the math and you'll quickly see why: It would require
me to write checks for upwards of $225 million!
But I am able to set aside $10 million in "Give It Back" dollars.
And while $10 million may seem like a lot – consider this:
If just 1 in 22 Money Map readers take us up on this very generous offer – all that
money will be spoken for...
That's why if you want to be part of our unprecedented "Give It Back" program...
Where you'll have lifetime access to over $33,650 (per year) in research (plus any new services
we offer)...
Never have to pay another subscription fee ever again...
AND get a big fat check from me by priority mail...
We MUST hear from you soon.
Because once the money's gone – that's it.
To get started, please click on the button below to be taken to a page where you will see a
final recap of all the many terrific benefits of what has clearly become the preferred Money
Mapmembership choice by a country mile.
You'll also be able to tell us the address where you'd like me to send your $2,500 "Give It
Back" check, which I'll be sending you by priority mail within three (3) days of processing your
Passport Select membership (unless, of course, you opt for an instant credit instead).
But before you go – there's one more thing...

I Want You to Be Thrilled
With This Arrangement
As a Passport Select member, I want this to be right for you.
So upon accepting this invitation, I will authorize a 30-day, risk-free window where you can
experience everything Passport Select has to offer.

And if at anytime within the first 30 days, you feel this isn't a good fit, simply contact your
Passport Select representative – and you will receive every penny of your membership fee
back – sure as the sun will rise.
With the historically low net price and your 30-day guarantee... I can't think of a way to make
this offer any fairer than I already have.
And I certainly can't think of a better way for you to kick off a successful 2014...
With anytime, lifetime access to our 15 top research services, including two very
exciting services we're launching early in the year...
All at a price that nets out to a mere $750 per year over the next five years (a whopping
98% discount off what you might pay for full access to each)...
Plus... never having to pay another subscription or renewal fee (just the $149
maintenance fee which will never go up and doesn't start until next year)...
The potential for hundreds more of the double- and triple-digit gains we saw in 2013,
year after year...
Your $2,500 share in Money Map's success – money you can use for anything, or an
instant discount off your Passport Select membership...
Plus 30 days to try it at ZERO risk.
Just click on the button below to see how you can sign up and start getting moneymaking
recommendations immediately.
Or, if you have any questions or you'd prefer to review what Passport Select has to offer with
a live person, please contact John Wilkinson at 855.509.6600 or 410.622.3004 between 9 a.m.
and 5 p.m. EST and mention Priority Code: EFLXQ109.
John's a very knowledgeable guy who heads up our VIP Concierge Service here in our offices.
And he or any of his knowledgeable team members can help you get started.
But please hurry...
As I told you, we can only honor this offer to a fraction of the folks we'll be offering it to.
And given:
a. The generous cash deal we're offering...
b. How very few have ever seen this sweetheart deal, and...
c. The fact that it's by far the cheapest way to have access to all our top research...

... we may find ourselves closing out this offer at a moment's notice.
To Your Success,

Mike Ward
Publisher, Money Map Press
January 2014

P.S. One more thing I forgot to tell you about. To help you keep up with what's hot among all
the $33,675 worth of services you'll have access to, we'll send you our Passport Select Hot
Sheet.
This is Money Map Press' official scorecard – a way for you to know which services (and
sectors) are currently on one of their famous hot streaks...
Who's breaking the biggest opportunities...
And who's on top of the exciting trends.
Plus, for do-it-yourselfers, we've created the Passport Select Investor's Toolbox, which is a
custom and easy-to-use program that allows you to chart 55 separate markets. So you can
use the tips and strategies our team of experts will share with you to unlock your own
windfalls.
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